
 

Nishicon 2019 Dealer information. 

 

 

In this document you can find the information for dealers at Nishicon            

2019. If you have any questions or remarks you can contact us at             

dealers@nishicon.nl or for general questions at info@nishicon.nl. 
During Nishicon 2019 you can always contact a staff member or a gopher.             

During the opening hours of the dealerroom, the Dealerroom Staff          

member or a replacement gopher will be present in the dealerroom. 

Beside this document, you can also find the sign-up form on our website.             

This form needs to be filled in completely, and sent to           

dealers@nishicon.nl. Then you will get your dealer contract and invoice by           

e-mail. In the sign-up for you will also find all prizes. 

The dealer contract needs to be read and signed, and sent back to us. 

Next to this contract, our house rules also apply. These can be found on              

our website, www.nishicon.nl, under ‘huisregels’.  

 

 

We hope to have a pleasant cooperative and successful weekend at           

Nishicon 2019. 
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Opening & closing hours. 

 

Nishicon 2019 will be held on 25 through 26 May 2019. The opening hours              

of the dealerroom are: 

Saturday 11:00 - 19:00  

Sunday 10:00 - 18:00. 

 

Dealers can enter the dealerroom on Saturday at 7:00, to set up their             

stand.  

At 18:00 on Sunday dealers can start breaking down their stands. It is of              

course possible to start sooner if desired. 

Sunday at 20:00 the dealerroom needs to be empty and clean again. 

It is possible to unpack the Friday before Nishicon in accordance with our             

dealerroom manager. If you desire so, contact us as dealers@nishicon.nl 

Prices. 

All prices can be found on the sign up form. Our basic package consists of               

1 table and 2 dealertickets. You can expand on this with extra tables,             

space, and tickets. The price of our basic package is that of one table and               

2 tickets. Ticket prices are, just like our regular visitor tickets, dependent            

on when you order your booth. 

 

Map. 

Before Nishicon starts all dealers will receive a map of the dealerroom by             

e-mail. Dealers will be spread out over 2 rooms on the ground floor. Both              

rooms are easily accessible for (un)loading. 

 

Tables are 1 meter deep, and can be ordered per whole meter wide. 

 

Hotel rooms. 

 

For Nishicon 2019 we have reserved several room of the hotel itself for             

dealers. These rooms are the same arrangements as our guests have. The            

link through which you can book will be e-mailed upon request. This link             

will go public on our site several weeks after dealers will have had the              

opportunity to book. When the link is published you can simply book            

through that link, which can be found on our site: 

 http://www.nishicon.nl/location 
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If all the rooms are sold out you can contact us for any additional rooms. 

More information on the rooms can be found through the link. 

 

Consumptions. 

The location of Nishicon 2019, Theaterhotel, has its own catering.  

It is not allowed to bring and consume your own wares.  

The location can also arrange lunches for dealers.  

These lunches can be ordered during Nishicon 2019 itself, through the           

location. The price for a dealer lunch will be € 12,50 a piece. 

It is only possible to sell small amounts of Japanese snacks, providing            

they are not consumed at the convention. 

 

 

 

Bootlegs and goodie bags. 

It is strongly forbidden for any dealer to sell any bootleg merchandise. We             

value this as very important. 

Bootleg products are any products created without an official license of the            

legitimate owner and which are copies of original, existing products, like           

DVD’s, clothes, figures and other products. These products are usually          

cheaper and of lesser quality. Each product needs to have a copyright with             

the company who owns the name.  

We will be vigilant about this, and we will control the merchandise of all              

stands regularly. 

Wij zullen als organisatie hier dus waakzaam op zijn, en de te koop             

aangeboden goederen bij iedere stand controleren. 

 

If bootlegs are found at a dealer stand, we will ask only once to remove               

them. If you refuse, or if you are caught a second time, you will be asked                

to leave the premises. You will not get a refund for the dealer stand costs. 

 

Because it is impossible for our crew to check goodie-bags for bootlegs,            

goodie-bags will be prohibited completely! 
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Safety deposit & cleaning up.  

To make sure the dealerroom is clean and empty Sunday at 20:00, all             

dealers must pay a security deposit of € 5, - per table, with a maximum of                

€ 25,-. This deposit will be refunded as the dealer leaves the location and              

has left his area clean and empty. If the area is not empty and clean at                

20:00, the location, Theaterhotel, will charge a fee for cleaning. These will            

be paid by us using the deposit. 

Because the location does not have enough transport carts it is           

recommended to bring your own, if needed, to ensure you can pack up             

and leave on time. 

 

Cancelling and changing. 
From 1 month before the convention, April 24 2019, it is no longer             

possible to cancel or to reduce the number of tables / tickets, subject to              

exceptions. From 2 weeks before the convention, May 10 2019, we can            

not guarantee that additional tables can still be ordered. 
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